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Abstract
The strong geometric frustration of the kagome antiferromagnets (KAFMs) can destabilise
conventional magnetic order and lead to exotic electronic states, such as the quantum spin-liquid
state observed in some S= 1

2 KAFM materials. However, the ground state of S= 1 KAFM
systems are less well understood. Spin nematic phases and valence bond solid ground states
have been predicted to form but a paucity of experimental realisations restricts understanding.
Here, the S= 1 KAFM NH4Ni2Mo2O10H3 is presented, which has the 3-fold symmetry of the
kagome lattice but significant site depletion, with ∼64% site occupancy. Frustration and a
competition between exchange interactions are evidenced through the suppression of order
below the Weiss temperature |θW| and observation of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic
characteristics in the magnetisation data. A semi spin glass ground state is predicted based on
the ac-field frequency dependence of the magnetic transition and ferromagnetic signal.

Supplementary material for this article is available online

Keywords: geometrically frustrated magnetism, S= 1 kagome magnet, canted local states,
semi spin glass

1. Introduction

The strong geometric frustration of kagome antiferromagnets
(KAFMs) is well known to destabilise conventional Néel order
and drive the formation of exotic ground states, such as the
topologically ordered quantum spin-liquid (QSL) ground state
characterised by quasi-particle spinon excitations and pre-
dicted to underpin the high-TC superconductor state [1–11].
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Destabilised Néel order is maximal in S= 1
2 KAFMs where

large quantum fluctuations between the degenerate energy
states combine with the strong geometric frustration, and as
such QSL states have been observed in the S= 1

2 KAFM
paratacamite minerals, hebertsmithite (γ-ZnCu3(OH)6Cl2)
[12, 13] and its polymorph kapellasite (α-ZnCu3(OH)6Cl2)
[14, 15]. Away from the well studied S= 1

2 KAFMs, the
ground states of the semi-classical S= 1 kagome magnets
are relatively little understood. It is uncertain whether the
reduced strength of quantum fluctuations in the S= 1 sys-
tems, compared to S= 1

2 equivalents, is strong enough to
destabilise conventional magnetic order, and the role played
by the integer physics is much debated. For example, the
S= 1 kagome Heisenberg antiferromagnet modelled using the
coupled cluster approach displayed an absence of magnetic
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order due to quantum fluctuations [16, 17], whilst a quantum
many-body Heisenberg model suggests that magnetic order is
induced by the integer nature of the spin [18]. The ordered
ground state of the S= 1 kagome Heisenberg antiferromagnet
based on nearest-neighbour and further-neighbour exchange
is believed to be a type of valence bond solid, such as the
triangular valence bond solid (TVBS) [19–22] or hexagonal
singlet solid (HSS) [23], which consist of entangled spin sing-
lets arranged around the respective triangles and hexagons of
the kagome lattice. Furthermore, spin nematic phases are pre-
dicted to form when small energy terms important for S= 1
systems are included in the magnetic Hamiltonian, such as
single-ion anisotropy and biquadratic exchange [24, 25].

The library of S= 1 KAFM magnetic materials available
to explore such ground states is relatively small, especially in
comparison to known quantum and classical materials, and
those studied show a diverse range of magnetic behaviour.
The S= 1 KAFM materials, NaV6O11 and m-MPYNN·BF4,
evidence spin gapped non-magnetic ground states which are
candidate valence bond solids [26, 27]. The S= 1 kagome
antiferromagnetic lattice of m-MPYNN·BF4 only forms at
T < 20K, when the S= 1

2 MPYNN (m-N-methylpyridium
α-nitronyl nitroxide) organic-radicals dimerise via ferro-
magnetic exchange [26, 28]. For NaV6O11, the magnetic
response is a combination of the S= 1 V3+ ions, which
make up the kagome lattice, and S= 1

2 V4+ ions, which
lie between the kagome planes [27, 29]. Another signi-
ficant S= 1 KAFM is KV3Ge2O9, which has an ideal 2-
dimensional kagome lattice of S= 1 V3+ ions. Magnetometry
performed on single crystal samples reveals short-range mag-
netic order at Tp ≲ 70 K and the bifurcation between in-
and out-of-plane susceptibility at T≲ 25 K [30], which rules
out the possibility of a singlet ground state. Other S= 1
kagome materials—such as AV3(SO4)2(OH)6 (A = Na+,
K+) [31], BaNi3V2O8(OH)2 [32, 33] and YCa3(VO)3(BO3)4
[34]—display a range of unconventional ground states, which
include QSL and spin glass states in YCa3(VO)3(BO3)4
and BaNi3V2O8(OH)2 respectively, which exist despite
an absence of intra-kagome geometric frustration. The
S= 1 KAFM materials [C6N2H8][NH4]2[Ni3F6(SO4)2] [35],
(NH4)2(C2H8N)[V3F12] [36] and NH4Ni2.5V2O7(OH)2·H2O
[37] display magnetic frustration which results from 2-
dimensional kagome lattices and dominant antiferromagnetic
exchange interactions. Alongside this each of these mater-
ials display a small ferromagnetic competent, a response
assigned to either canted antiferromagnetic spin structures
or competing types of exchange. The wide range of experi-
mental responses displayed by the limited library of known
S= 1 KAFM materials, promotes considerable interest in
the discovery of further experimental systems such as the
S= 1 kagome magnet NH4Ni2Mo2O10H3 characterised in
this work.

In this manuscript, we show NH4Ni2Mo2O10H3 has ideal
kagome geometry in which to explore frustrated physics,
with a highly 2-dimensional isotropic kagome lattice of S= 1
Ni2+ ions, the structure of which was previously reported
[38–40]. Structural analysis of the ∠Ni–O–Ni bond angles
suggests there is a competition between nearest-neighbour

antiferro- and ferromagnetic superexchange. Our magnet-
isation data show a suppression of magnetic order (TC ≈
13.5 K) below the Weiss temperature (θW ∼−73 K) and
a corresponding build-up of antiferromagnetic short-range
spin correlations, evidenced by deviations from the Curie–
Weiss law, common signatures of magnetic frustration.
Moreover, frequency-dependent changes to the magnetic
transition in ac-susceptibility χ ′(T) data suggest spin glass-
like properties. Low-temperature field-dependant magnet-
isation studies reveal coercive behaviour in a weak ferro-
magnetic response similar to [C6N2H8][NH4]2[Ni3F6(SO4)2],
(NH4)2(C2H8N)[V3F12] and NH4Ni2.5V2O7(OH)2·H2O.

2. Experimental

The synthesis of NH4Ni2Mo2O10H3 was adapted from a
previously presented series [38, 41, 42]. Ni(NO3)2·6 H2O
(1.1632 g, ⩾ 98 %, Fisher) and (NH4)6Mo7O24·4 H2O
(0.7062 g, 99.98%, Sigma-Aldrich) were added to 100 ml
volume single-neck round bottom flask and dissolved in 30 ml
of distilled water to give a solution of pH= 4.60. The round
bottom flask with an attached condenser tube was heated to
T= 90◦C and concentratedNH4OH (28%wt, Sigma-Aldrich)
was then added drop-wise with continual stirring to give a
deep blue solution of pH= 10.0. The solution was heated
at T= 90 ◦C for 8 h during which a green precipitate of
NH4Ni2Mo2O10H3 formed. The product was vacuum filtered
and rinsed with water until the solution ran clear and then dried
in an oven at T= 100 ◦C for 12 h. The final product was a
green powder with a mass of 527 mg.

A room temperature synchrotron x-ray powder diffraction
(SXPD) pattern of NH4Ni2Mo2O10H3 was collected at the I11
beamline of the Diamond Light Source, UK, where the high-
resolutionMAC detector array was utilised. The SXPD pattern
was collected using a wavelength of λ= 0.826566(10)Åwith
the sample held in a spinning 0.3 mm diameter borosilicate
glass capillary. The wavelength was calibrated using the pat-
tern of a high-quality Si standard and chosen to help maxim-
ise the flux of incident radiation whilst minimising absorption
by the heavy Mo6+ ions. Assuming a packing fraction of 0.6,
absorption was calculated as µR≈ 0.9, which is close to the
ideal value of 1 for x-ray powder diffraction. Bulk magneto-
metry data were collected using a Quantum Design MPMS-3
on a sample packed into a gelatin capsule and corrected for
the diamagnetic contribution of the refined structural formula
using literature Pascal’s constants [43].

3. Crystal structure analysis

The initial structural model used in the refinement of
NH4Ni2Mo2O10H3 was taken from Levin et al [38], and a
total of 62 parameters were refined (table S1). Figure 1 shows
the good agreement between the experimental and calculated
data as indicated by Rwp = 8.105 and χ2 = 1.331. The crys-
tal structure information obtained from the refinement is sum-
marised in table 1. NH4Ni2Mo2O10H3 has a layered struc-
ture of NiO6 octahedral edge-sharing sheets stacked along the
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Figure 1. Experimental SXPD pattern of NH4Ni2Mo2O10H3

(λ= 0.826566 Å) recorded on the I11 beamline of the Diamond
Light Source. Shown are the calculated Rietveld fit to the data,
difference plot and reflection positions, which are represented by the
vertical tick marks. The goodness-of-fit is χ2 = 1.331 and weighted
R-value is Rwp = 8.105, with 62 variables refined.

c-axis and separated by MoO4 tetrahedra and an interstitial
NH+

4 unit (figure 2(a)). In the stoichiometric compound, Ni2+

(S= 1) ions decorate 2
3 of the 9e Wyckoff site which forms

the S= 1 magnetic kagome lattice which allows for geomet-
ric frustration. Our refinements have good agreement with this
structure and indicate that ∼ 64 % of the kagome sites are
occupied.

A high degree of magnetic 2-dimensionality is expected
within this material as neighbouring kagome planes are separ-
ated by the MoO4 tetrahedra, with ∼5.48 Å spacing between
layers and the absence of any obvious interlayer exchange
pathways. Initial refinements produced a large thermal para-
meter for the O(2), in agreement with the previously refined
value of Biso = 7.6 Å2[38]. The O(2) site lies at the vertex
of the MoO4 tetrahedra, with the Mo—O(2) bond pointing
along the c-axis towards the µ3—O(H) site on the adjacent
kagome layer. Refinements where the O(2) was taken from
the 6c Wyckoff site and moved away from the 3-fold rota-
tional axis gave a more physically reasonable model of the
disordered O(2) site, table 1.

NH4Ni2Mo2O10H3 displays significant magnetic lattice
site depletion with 64 % Ni-site occupancy. This occupancy
is close to the site percolation threshold (psitec = 65%) for
nearest-neighbour interactions on a kagome lattice [44], below
which we would expect the quenched disorder of a spin glass
state. Henley showed the situation is more complex for sig-
nificant non-magnetic impurities on a classical kagome lat-
tice where the ordered ground state is robust to impurities
[45], and for the diluted S= 1 kagome system a valence
bond solid ground state with S= 1

2 defect moments was pre-
dicted. Moreover, randomness such as defects may couple
with quantum fluctuations and geometric frustration to form

randomness-induced QSLs [46], of which S= 1
2 kagome anti-

ferromagnetic Zn-brochantite (ZnCu3(OH)6SO4) is a candid-
ate system [47, 48].

Two superexchange pathways are present in
NH4Ni2Mo2O10H3, mediated by the O(H) and O(3) oxy-
gens, where Ni–O(H)–Ni = 98.66(12)◦ and Ni–O(3)–Ni =
85.71(8)◦. These bond angles are expected to correspond to
antiferro- and ferro-magnetic exchange pathways, respect-
ively, following the Goodenough–Kanamori–Anderson rules
[49, 50]: where bond angles >90 ◦ facilitate anti-parallel
(antiferromagnetic) spin alignment. Further to this, various
magnetometry studies of Ni(II) oxide complexes show the
cross over angle from ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic
superexchange is Ni−O−Ni> 96− 99 ◦ [51–53]. It follows
that a competition between the nearest-neighbour antiferro-
and ferromagnetic exchange is expected and that this would
cause a reduced overall strength of the exchange field. At
the same time, such a competing exchange may also create
or support degeneracies in the ground state. An example of
this situation is found in kapellasite, where competing nearest-
neighbour ferromagnetic exchange and further neighbour anti-
ferromagnetic exchange produce a chiral spin-liquid ground
state [15].

4. Magnetic characterisation

Zero-field cooled (ZFC) and field cooled (FC) data were col-
lected from NH4Ni2Mo2O10H3 in a field of 500 Oe between 2
and 300 K. Figure 3(a) shows the temperature-dependence of
the inverse susceptibility. A fit to the high-temperature linear
region of the graph over the range 225–300K and extrapola-
tion following the Curie–Weiss law allows theWeiss temperat-
ure to be estimated as θW ∼−73 K, indicating a net antiferro-
magnetic mean field. Deviation from the linear Curie-Weiss
regime below T∼ 220 K, approximately 3θW, evidences a
build-up of short-range super-paramagnetic spin correlations
significantly above the transition temperature—a behaviour
commonly observed in frustrated magnets [14, 55, 56]. The
low temperature region of the susceptibility data (figure 3(b))
shows an increase in susceptibility characteristic of a magnetic
transition below T∼ 24 K with a maximum in the gradient at
TC ≃ 13.5 K. The bifurcation of the ZFC and FC susceptibility
data below T∼ 10 K is compatible with a small ferromagnetic
contribution to the magnetic order, in contrast to the antifer-
romagnetic character of the mean field. The Landé g-factor
value of 2.04, calculated from the room temperature effective
moment of µeff = 2.88 µB Ni−1, is close to the expected spin-
only value.

Alternating current (ac) susceptibility measurements of
NH4Ni2Mo2O10H3 were collected for varying ac frequencies
between 2–20 K with Hac = 2 Oe and a direct current (dc)
field Hdc = 0 Oe (figure 4(a)). The peak in χ ′(T) at T < 20 K
results from the magnetic transition, the maximum of which
shifts to lower temperature at decreasing frequency. The peak
maximum represents the freezing temperature (Tf) for a spin
glass, and a shift in the maximum of ∆Tf = 0.25 is observed
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Table 1. Fractional atomic coordinates, site occupancy and isotropic thermal parameters of NH4Ni2Mo2O10H3 (R3̄m, a= 6.0382(2) Å,
c= 21.9320(7) Å). The final weighted R-value for the data is Rwp = 8.105 and the goodness-of-fit is χ2 = 1.331.

Name Wyckoff site x y z Biso (Å
2) Occ.

Mo 6c 0 0 0.087 88(3) 2.582(18) 1
Ni 9e 0.5 0 0 1.34(3) 0.6379(16)
O(H) 6c 0 0 0.289 53(16) 3.70(11) 1
O(2) 18h 0.9615(6) 0.0385(13) 0.164 79(18) 1.58(16) 1

3
O(3) 18h 0.3212(5) 0.1606(2) −0.060 72(8) 3.59(6) 1
N 3b 0 0 0.5 1.43(12) 1

Figure 2. (a) The structure of NH4Ni2Mo2O10H3 in a single unit cell. Layers of edge-sharing NiO6 octahedra are separated by MoO4

tetrahedra and interstitial ammonium ions. The disordered O(2) site is labelled (b) The kagome lattice viewed along the c-axis. The Ni2+

ions occupy the vertex of the equilateral triangles that make up the kagome lattice. The O(H) and O(3) sites are expected to mediate
antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic exchange, respectively. The unit cell and kagome lattice are represented by the respective dashed and
bold black lines.

for a ∆ν = 299 Hz frequency change. A Mydosh parameter
(K= ∆Tf

Tf log(∆ν) ) of 0.008 temperature shift per decade is calcu-
lated for Tf = 12.5 K: extracted from the ν= 1 Hz χ ′(T) plot
[57]. This value is less than the 0.1 expected for a spin glass
state and differentiates this magnetic response from one gener-
ated by superparamagnetic correlations (K= 0.1− 0.28) [58].
Figure 4(b) shows further acmeasurements as a function of dc-
field from 2–40 K, with an ac-field frequency of ν= 100 Hz:
an ac-field of Hac = 1 Oe was applied for all dc-fields except
for Hdc = 0 Oe, where the ac-field was Hac = 2 Oe. The ima-
ginary χ ′ ′(T) component of the susceptibility shows the build
up of a sharp cusp in χ ′ ′(T) with decreasing Hdc strength.
At Hdc = 0 Oe a split peak is observed with maximums at
T1 = 9.02 K and T2 = 12.05 K. These split peaks in ac sus-
ceptibility as a function of dc-fields are associated with co-
existing states such as the ‘semi spin glass’ state. A similar
response was observed in Co2SnO4, which hosts ferrimagnetic
longitudinal order and a transverse spin-glass state [59].

M(H) data were collected at 2 and 40 K to explore the mag-
netic response either side of the transition. Figure 5(a) shows
a field-dependent hysteresis at T = 2 K that confirms a long-
ranged ferromagnetic contribution to the magnetic transition.
No saturation of the magnetic field is observed up to 7 T. An
adapted magnetisation function was fitted to the data collected
at 2 K between 2 and 7 T (figure 5(a)) to extract an estimate of
the ferromagnetic contribution to the total signal [37]:

M(H) =Msat [(1− f)BJ (H)+ f ] . (1)

Here, f represents the proportion of ferromagnetic response to
the total signal, Msat = gJNµB. BJ describes an effective field
that is Brillouin-like and can be characterised as an adapted-
Brillouin function per mole,

BJ (H) =
2J+ 1
2J

coth

(
2J+ 1
2J

y

)
− 1

2J
coth

y
2J

(2)
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Figure 3. (a) Plot of the FC and ZFC inverse susceptibility vs T
with a Curie–Weiss plot that indicates a Weiss temperature of
θW ≈−73 K and the build up of short range spin correlations at
T ≈ 220 K (b) Low temperature region of the χ(T) plot where
magnetic order is observed at TC = 13.5 K. Bifurcation between
ZFC and FC at T ≈ 10 K is observed due to a ferromagnetic
component to the magnetic order [54].

where y= gµBJH/kBTeff and Teff = T+T0. T0 is a phe-
nomenological parameter which accounts for the interactions
betweenNi2+ spins and is expected to be positive for antiferro-
magnetic interactions [60]. Table 2 displays the refined values
of Msat, f, and T0 extracted from magnetisation data between
2− 7 T using the adapted magnetisation function.

Figure 5(b) shows a plot of the ferromagnetic contribution
to the magnetisation at 2 K, isolated from recordedM(H) data
through the removal of the Brillouin-like contribution, from
which a spontaneous moment of 0.026 µB Ni−1 and coercive
field of 0.1 T can be determined. The plot shows the ferro-
magnetic component saturates at ∼ 0.10 µB Ni−1, which rep-
resents ∼5% of the 2.04 µB Ni−1 signal expected if the Ni2+

spins were fully ordered.
Additional field-dependent magnetisation data were col-

lected at 7.5, 13 and 25 K to determine the temperature-
dependence of the Brillouin-like response over the temper-
ature range where magnetic order is observed, and the fits
to all the magnetisation data are shown in figure 5(c). The

Figure 4. (a) Plot of ac χ ′(T) for ac-field frequencies from
ν = 1− 300 Hz with an ac-field of Hac = 2 Oe and a dc-field of
Hdc = 0 Oe. A shift in the maximum (Tf) is shown to lower
temperature with decreasing frequency (b) χ ′ ′(T) as a function of
dc-field at ν= 100 Hz: for Hdc = 0 Hz the ac-field is Hac = 2 Oe, at
all other dc-fields Hac = 1 Oe. For Hdc = 0 Hz, the peak in χ ′ ′(T)
has two maximums and could represent 2 separate transitions Inset:
Sharp cusp in χ ′(T) transition as dc-field decreases, a response
characteristic of a spin glass state.

data at T = 40 K, is above the magnetic transition and was
fitted using a standard magnetisation function, which yiel-
ded a saturated magnetisation of Msat = 1.367(1) µB Ni−1,
which is lower than the expected value of 2.04 µBNi

−1. This
is a result of the short-ranged ordering of the superpara-
magnetic region, with such reductions observed in the frus-
trated kagome magnets barlowite [61], herbertsmithite [62],
and NH4Ni2.5V2O7(OH)2·H2O [37].

Figure 5(d) shows plots of the refined f, Msat, and T0 para-
meters against temperature for the data collected at T⩽ 25 K.
These refined values are shown in table 2. The change in sign
of the refined temperature parameter, T0, on cooling below the
transition, suggests the interactions between spins that form
the Brillouin-like interaction field change from being net ferro-
magnetic to antiferromagnetic. The increase on cooling in the
value of the ferromagnetic proportion, f, simultaneously with
the increase in the antiferromagnetic behaviour characterised

5
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Figure 5. (a) M(H) data recorded on NH4Ni2Mo2O10H3 between −7 and 7 T that shows the hysteresis at T = 2 K. M(H) data recorded
above the transition at T = 40 K displays an absence of hysteresis. An adapted Brillouin function was fitted to the data at T = 2 K between 2
and 7 T Inset: Magnified plot of M(H) data recorded at 2 K (b) A plot of the ferromagnetic component, Msat ∗ f, extracted from the 2 K
M(H) data using the adapted-Brillouin function, where a small spontaneous moment of 0.026 µB Ni−1 and coercive field of 0.1 T are
observed (c) The adapted Brillouin function was fitted to M(H) plots between 2 to 7 T for data collected at 2, 7.5, 13, 25, and 40 K with the
refined parameters displayed in table 2 (d) Plots of Msat and the ferromagnetic proportion, f, as a function of temperature show the build up
of magnetic order at T < 25 K Inset: The plot of T0 against temperature indicates the build up of antiferromagnetic correlations at low
temperatures [54].

Table 2. Refined T0, f, and Msat values from the adapted
magnetisation function fitted to the M(H) plots collected at
T⩽ 25 K. The M(H) data collected at T = 40 K was fitted with a
standard magnetisation function with a refined Msat value [54].

T (K) T0 (K) f Msat (µB Ni−1)

40 — — 1.367(1)
25 −13.2(3) 0.020(1) 0.57(1)
13 −2.7(3) 0.066(1) 0.61(2)
7.5 3.2(5) 0.094(1) 0.69(2)
2 10.5(6) 0.130(3) 0.79(3)

by T0, suggests both behaviours result from the same underly-
ing phase. We note that this change on T0 occurs over a tem-
perature range that is small when compared with both themag-
nitude of the Weiss temperature and the temperature range of
the super-paramagnetic region.

5. Discussion

Bulk magnetic responses similar to NH4Ni2Mo2O10H3 have
been seen in several S= 1 kagome magnets (table 3):
[C6N2H8][NH4]2[Ni3F6(SO4)2] [35], (NH4)2(C2H8N)[V3F12]
[36] and NH4Ni2.5V2O7(OH)2·H2O [37]. Each of these
materials displays a small ferromagnetic hysteresis in iso-
thermal M(H) data despite antiferromagnetic Weiss temper-
atures. While in both [C6N2H8][NH4]2[Ni3F6(SO4)2] and
(NH4)2(C2H8N)[V3F12] the occupation of the moment-
bearing position is nominally 100%, both NH4Ni2Mo2O10H3

and NH4Ni2.5V2O7(OH)2·H2O have occupancy factors that
are significantly depleted, 64% and 77%, respectively. The
Weiss mean-field of NH4Ni2Mo2O10H3 is stronger than
NH4Ni2.5V2O7(OH)2·H2O despite the greater magnetic site
occupancy of NH4Ni2.5V2O7(OH)2·H2O and limited dif-
ference in their Ni–O(H)–Ni exchange pathways. The con-
trast in the Weiss field strength is likely to result from

6
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Table 3. Key properties relating to magnetism for S= 1 KAFM systems NH4Ni2Mo2O10H3 (present work), NH4Ni2.5V2O7(OH)2·H2O
[37], [C6N2H8][NH4]2[Ni3F6(SO4)2] [35] and (NH4)2(C2H8N)[V3F12] [36] which display antiferromagnetic mean fields and ferromagnetic
hysteresis.

θW (K) TC (K) Superexchange angles (◦)

NH4Ni2Mo2O10H3 −73 13.5 98.66 (12) / 85.71 (19)
NH4Ni2.5V2O7(OH)2·H2O −42 17 103.33 (7) / 87.32 (10)
[C6N2H8][NH4]2[Ni3F6(SO4)2] −60 ∼13 129.82 (17)
(NH4)2(C2H8N)[V3F12] −30 15 149.02 / 156.95

the contribution of other exchange parameters, for example,
superexchange facilitated by the Mo6+ and V5+ diamag-
netic cations, such as observed for the KAFM volborthite
(Cu3V2O7(OH)2·2H2O)which has dominant Cu–O–V–O–Cu
nearest-neighbour superexchange [63].

Although the different magnitude of interactions in
NH4Ni2.5V2O7(OH)2·H2O and NH4Ni2Mo2O10H3 mean
direct comparison between the strength of T0 and f cannot be
drawn, the similar trends in the extracted T0 and f compon-
ents with temperature, alongside the significant site depletion
of their kagome lattices, suggests related ground states. The
non-magnetic site quenched disorder is commonly seen as a
key requirement for spin glass-like states, but it is also pos-
sible that frustration inherent to the antiferromagnetic kagome
lattice is able to stabilise a ferromagnetic component from
being destroyed by site-disorder through the formation of
‘canted local states’ (CLS) around the spin-defects. Villain
stated the combination of frustration and a sufficient num-
ber of non-magnetic impurities can always create a CLS, and
further showed CLS formation can enhance the length over
which ferromagnetic interactions act, via an effective dipolar
interaction in his original work [64]. Such canted states would
be similar to the paramagnet-like ‘orphan spin states’ seen
in other frustrated magnets, such as SCGO(x) [65] and could
so give rise to the Brillouin-like response also seen in these
materials. The local exchange field of the CLS are expected
to produce order known as a ‘semi spin glass’ state which is
a combination of z ferromagnetic component and transverse
spin glass order. The χ ′(T) frequency dependence, split peak
response in χ ′ ′(T), and ferromagnetic signal suggests such a
semi spin glass state in NH4Ni2Mo2O10H3.

Following the assumption that the ferromagnetic compon-
ents seen in the aforementioned S= 1 kagomemagnets are dir-
ected by the in-plane Dzyaloshinsky–Moriya [66, 67] (D–M)
vectors to be perpendicular to the kagome lattice [68], we then
propose that the ferromagnetic ordering in NH4Ni2Mo2O10H3

is perpendicular to the kagome plane and are stabilised by
transverse canting in an antiferromagnetic kagome spin tex-
ture around quenched site-disorder. Such a juxtaposition struc-
ture would be sensitive to anisotropic energy terms such
as antisymmetric D–M exchange and spin-anisotropy, and
also the nature of the ground state from which the CLS are
developed. The role of the S= 1 nature of Ni2+ is unclear,
but we speculate that it may support this juxtaposition of
behaviours.

6. Conclusion

A preliminary study of NH4Ni2Mo2O10H3 as a model
S= 1 kagome magnet is presented. Despite occupation of the
kagome site being at ≈64%, magnetometry data show com-
mon characteristics of magnetic frustration, namely the sup-
pression of magnetic order below |θW| and an extended tem-
perature range (25–225)K over which superparamagnetic cor-
relations develop. Below ∼10K bifurcation of field-cooled
and zero-field cooled data, and coercivity in the isothermal
field-dependence indicate the presence of a weak ordered fer-
romagnetic component. These results alongside frequency-
dependent shifts in the ac-susceptibility maximum and the dc-
field dependent changes to the peak suggest semi spin glass
behaviour. A Brillouin-type function is observed in this fer-
romagnetically ordered phase which we propose is related to
canted local states around the spin defects.
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